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Rezoning Request Has Been Approved by Town
Authorities in Fair Bluff, North Carolina to Allow
Development of New Wild-Cat Rescue Operation:
Approval continues to progress to make way for a new wild-cat rescue nonprofit being planned for the Columbus County town of Fair Bluff, NC. Town
authorities have recently approved the rezoning needed to make possible
the new “Shizzy’s Wildcat Rescue” planned for the prime downtown site of
the former Fair Bluff FORD dealership at 658 Main Street, property generously donated by Fair Bluff Motors, Inc.
and Capital Investments of Fair Bluff, Inc.
This location is in the heart of the economically-challenged region of North Carolina recently devastated by the
massive floods experienced from Lumber River during the heavy rains of Hurricane Mathew in 2016. With the
combined efforts of the Columbus County Economic Development
Commission and the Columbus County Jobs Foundation, this unique
business has been able to move ahead with plans to develop what is hoped
to become a popular tourist attraction, as well as, vital large cat rescue nonprofit operation.
“Our law firm saw the need for expert 501(c)(3) and real estate legal counsel
in such a matter as this and were absolutely thrilled to step in and help
Shazir make this dream possible for an area of NC needing a financial boost”,
says attorney Nancy Guyton of the law firm of Kincaid
& Associates.
“Shazir Haque is currently operating rescue efforts out of Greensboro. He’s also traveled
throughout the United States to work with big cats, lesser cats, bears and wolves, but this
new location seemed like a real win-win for his vital non-profit’s needs and the needs of the
people of Columbus County trying so desperately to revive their economy in Fair Bluff, plus,
who doesn’t love tigers and lions?”, added Ms. Guyton.
Kincaid & Associates, PLLC is a law firm recognized for providing exceptional and
personalized service to its clients with attorneys experienced in
business, contract, finance, taxation, intellectual property, real
estate and estate planning licensed in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and the federal courts.
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